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ABSTRACT: Environmental sensor networks play a crucial role in monitoring key parameters

essential for understanding Earth’s systems. To ensure the reliability and accuracy of collected

data, effective quality control (QC) measures are essential. Conventional QC methods struggle

to handle the complexity of environmental data. Conversely, advanced techniques such as neural

networks, are typically not designed to process data from sensor networks with irregular spatial

distribution. In this study, we focus on anomaly detection in environmental sensor networks using

graph neural networks, which can represent sensor network structures as graphs. We investigate

its performance on two datasets with distinct dynamics and resolution: commercial microwave

link (CML) signal levels used for rainfall estimation and SoilNet soil moisture measurements. To

evaluate the benefits of incorporating neighboring sensor information for anomaly detection, we

compare two models: Graph Convolution Network (GCN) and a graph-less baseline-long short-

term memory (LSTM). Our robust evaluation through 5-fold cross-validation demonstrates the

superiority of the GCN models. For CML, the mean area under curve values for the GCN was 0.941

compared to 0.885 for the baseline-LSTM, and for SoilNet, it was 0.858 for GCN and 0.816 for the

baseline-LSTM. Visual inspection of CML time series revealed that the GCN proficiently classified

anomalies and remained resilient against rain-induced events often misidentified by the baseline-

LSTM. However, for SoilNet, the advantage of GCN was less pronounced likely due to a fragile

labeling strategy. Through interpretable model analysis, we demonstrate how feature attributions

vividly illustrate the significance of neighboring sensor data, particularly in distinguishing between

anomalies and expected changes in signal level in the time series.
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1. Introduction33

Climate information is the key ingredient for successful climate change adaptation and the34

mitigation of impacts of extreme events. Accurate and dense climate observations are essential for35

risk management and the prediction of natural hazards. However, there is a large gap in the global36

availability of climate information, especially in developing countries (UNFCCC 2022; Lorenz37

and Kunstmann 2012). To close this gap, multiple options are available. First, the installation38

of cost- and maintenance-intensive dedicated sensors like in the ICOS or TERENO observatories39

(Bogena 2016; Rebmann et al. 2018). Second, the usage of existing infrastructure like commercial40

microwave links (CMLs) for precipitation estimation (Chwala and Kunstmann 2019). Third,41

low-cost sensors like personal weather stations (Graf et al. 2021).42

a. Quality control of environmental sensor data43

A common theme to all efforts to observe the Earth’s environment outside of controlled laboratory44

settings is the need for extensive quality control (QC) of the data. Inevitably, environmental45

sensors are subject to numerous disruptive influences and, thus, exhibit erroneous data, manifesting46

as unacceptable deviations from the expected value or ground truth of the measured variable.47

Causes include instrument constraints such as battery voltage and malfunction, technical failures48

during data transmission, or environmental influences that interfere with the measurement principle49

(Gandin 1988). Common QC approaches are: 1) Manual data inspection by domain experts – a50

task that lacks reproducibility nor explainability and that is often too laborious for operational data51

processing of large data volumes (Jones et al. 2018). 2) Automated workflows set up via rule-based52

or parametric statistical tests such as defining rules for physically plausible value limits or outliers53

with respect to a given statistical distribution (Schmidt et al. 2023; Horsburgh et al. 2015). Still,54

finding the right parametrization and test suite involves time-consuming trial-and-error and requires55

significant expert knowledge, especially if taking cross-dependencies between sensors or variables56

into account (Sturtevant et al. 2021). 3) deep learning (DL) algorithms for anomaly detection57

which promise to provide robust automated QC routines. They possess the capability to process58

and learn from diverse and extensive datasets, enabling them to capture complex relationships that59

traditional rule-based methods may overlook. Despite varying requirements for accurately labeled60

training data depending on the complexity of the problem (Erhan et al. 2021; Wang et al. 2022),61
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their ability to autonomously learn from data enhances their versatility and effectiveness in QC62

tasks. However, DL methods are often considered black boxes, meaning that the models’ decisions63

are not self-explanatory and hard to interpret.64

b. Deep learning for anomaly detection65

In this study, we focus on the methodological development of improved DL approaches for QC66

of environmental sensor data. DL has been extensively applied in fields such as cybersecurity,67

medicine, food industry, or manufacturing (Zhang et al. 2021; Vandewinckele et al. 2020; Nayak68

et al. 2020; Cioffi et al. 2020). However, most studies benefited used ready-to-use benchmark69

datasets, enabling comparison of algorithm performance across different studies (Erhan et al.70

2021). Currently, the few applications of anomaly detection on real-world environmental sensor71

networks primarily focus on detecting anomalies in uni- or multi-variate time series of single sensors72

using well-established methods such as auto-regressive integrated moving average, support vector73

machines, and long short-term memory (LSTM) models (Russo et al. 2021; Jones et al. 2022;74

Muharemi et al. 2019). There has been relatively little emphasis on addressing the challenges75

associated with DL-based QC of sensor networks considering neighboring sensor information.76

These challenges include sparsity in space due to irregular sensor network layouts and variations77

in data availability resulting from evolving network layouts and sensor malfunctions.78

Considering not only single-sensor but also contextual anomalies it can be assumed that the79

signals from multiple sensors distributed across space and their interrelationships help in detecting80

erroneous behavior (Chalapathy and Chawla 2019). Thus, a neural network architecture capable81

of encoding the spatial proximity of sparse and variable inputs is essential to enhance DL-based82

anomaly detection. One approach that can suit these needs is using Graph Neural Networks (GNNs)83

which have a remarkable capability to handle irregular and unstructured data containing relational84

information, which can be naturally represented as graphs. Traditional neural networks are more85

tailored to process structured data such as images, individual sequences, or rasters (Egmont-86

Petersen et al. 2002; Zhang et al. 2022; Sutskever et al. 2014). Existing GNN applications cover87

diverse domains, including social network analysis, recommendation systems, and chemistry (Fan88

et al. 2019; Zhang et al. 2022; Coley et al. 2019). There are several well-performing GNN89

applications for anomaly detection in controlled experiments like benchmark datasets, synthetic90
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pollution events in air quality data, or simulated attacks on waste-water test-bed systems (Guan91

et al. 2022; Lin et al. 2022; Deng and Hooi 2021). However, an application of GNNs for QC of92

sparse, real-world environmental sensor networks has not been studied.93

c. The need for explainable AI94

Crucial requirements for QC in an operational setting are interpretability and reproducibility of95

classification results. While reproducibility is achieved by establishing and sharing a deterministic96

algorithm, the interpretability of neural network outputs requires its own set of dedicated techniques97

summarized under the term explainable artificial intelligence (XAI). Generally, XAI for GNNs98

is an active field of research that majorly encompasses theoretical work (Agarwal et al. 2022).99

Gradient-based XAI methods analyze gradients with respect to neural network input-output pairs100

in order to attribute model predictions to input features. Several gradient-based methods for101

GNNs were proposed (Baldassarre and Azizpour 2019; Pope et al. 2019) but there are only few102

applications (Kosasih and Brintrup 2022; Rathee et al. 2022; Yin et al. 2023). An evaluation of103

XAI for interpretability of GNN-based QC of environmental time series sensor data is yet missing.104

d. Study outline105

To close the above-mentioned knowledge gaps, this study aims to answer the following two106

research questions:107

1) Can GNNs improve automated QC of environmental sensor data by integrating spatial infor-108

mation from sensor networks that are distributed irregularly in space and provide varying amounts109

of observations for each timestep?110

2) Can XAI reveal information about the influence of neighboring sensors to explain the decisions111

of the proposed Graph Convolution Network (GCN) model?112

To achieve comprehensive answers to these questions we selected two different datasets, one with113

CML signal level observations from a large network scattered across Germany, and one with soil114

moisture observations placed in a local-scale environmental observatory. Both datasets represent115

environmental sensors and share challenges such as irregular distribution in space, sensitivity to116

environmental factors, and a high number of sensors resulting in a large volume of observed data.117
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Differences include variable dynamics, spatial coverage, spatial resolutions, and sampling rate.118

These differences define the context in which results from this specific study may be generalized.119

2. Methods120

a. Data121

1) Commercial microwave links122

CMLs provide line of sight radio connections in mobile phone networks (Chwala and Kunstmann123

2019). Since the wavelength of the transmitted signal is in the order of magnitude of raindrop diam-124

eters, the signal is significantly attenuated by rainfall through scattering and absorption processes125

(Atlas and Ulbrich 1977). CMLs. This offers an opportunity to accurately estimate rainfall amounts126

since the rainfall-induced path-integrated attenuation is related to the path-averaged rainfall rate127

in a close-to-linear manner (Messer et al. 2006). Additionally, the global coverage of inhabited128

areas by CMLs is extensive with more than 90% of the human population living in regions with129

broadband telecommunication access (GSMA 2022). However, other causes like dew formation130

on the antenna, multi-path propagation, or mixed-phase precipitation lead to fluctuations of the131

signal level thus disturbing accurate measurements (van Leth et al. 2018).132

The CML data used in this study is a subset of a larger dataset collected in cooperation with133

Ericsson Germany using a custom CML data acquisition system (Chwala et al. 2016). The full134

dataset covers 3904 CMLs across all of Germany. The length of CML paths ranges from 0.1 km135

to more than 30 km and the transmission frequencies range from 10 to 40 GHz. For each CML,136

received signal level (RSL) and transmitted signal level (TSL) are recorded at a temporal resolution137

of 1 min and power resolutions of 0.3 dB and 1.0 dB for RSL and TSL, respectively. The difference138

between TSL and RSL yields total signal loss (TL), which is available for two sublinks per CML139

due to a two-way data transmission.140

The subset we use in this study is focused on 20 CMLs that have been manually checked and141

labeled by four independent experts for March, May, and July 2019 using a specifically designed142

tool for visualization and labeling (Polz et al. 2023). Each expert categorized anomalies into143

different classes (jump, dew, fluctuation, and unknown). Since this study focuses on anomaly144

detection as a binary classification problem, assigning a single flag required agreement from at145

least three experts regarding the specific anomaly type. For each of the 20 quality-checked CMLs,146
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Fig. 1. Example of CML (left panels) and SoilNet (right panels) data used as input for the GCN models. Panels

(a) and (b) illustrate the basic principles of CML and SoilNet techniques, respectively. Panel (c) illustrates the

spatial connections between sensors at the classification time. Panel (d) depicts the SoilNet network configuration,

considering its 3D structure in establishing links. Nodes’ colors in the graphs represent TL and moisture values.

Panel (e) displays the TL time series of labeled sensors (highlighted in red) and their neighbors. Similarly, panel

(f) presents the time series of soil moisture and battery voltage for the labeled sensor (red) and its neighbors. In

both panels, red vertical lines mark classification times.

149

150

151

152

153

154

155

the data from a selected set of neighboring CMLs is also included as illustrated by the example in147

Fig. 1. The neighbor selection procedure is described in Section 3).148
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2) SoilNet156

SoilNet sensor networks are used for battery-operated wireless soil moisture and soil temperature157

measurements, in this case using SPADE soil moisture probes (Bogena et al. 2010).158

The SoilNet data used in this study is a subset of continuous measurements at the Hohes159

Holz observatory, which is part of the TERENO Harz/Central German Lowland Observatory160

(Wollschläger et al. 2017). The site Hohes Holz is a 1 ha-patch of mixed beech forest where161

meteorological, hydrological, and ecological variables are observed at high spatial and temporal162

resolutions (Rebmann et al. 2017). The dataset comprises measurements of soil moisture (vol163

%) measured via the capacitance method, soil temperature measured by an integrated digital164

thermometer (°C), and battery voltage of the data acquisition platine for 2014. The variables were165

measured at a 15 minute temporal resolution in a network consisting of 180 sensors distributed166

over 35 spatial sampling locations at irregular spacing. At each sampling location, six sensors167

were vertically aligned below the soil surface, positioned at approximately 0.1 m intervals up to a168

depth of 0.6 m.169

Generally, errors in soil moisture measurements stem from the diverse nature of soil properties170

and environmental factors (Mittelbach et al. 2012). Temperature fluctuations, improper sensor171

installation, or calibration errors may introduce inaccuracies. Additionally, the evolving presence172

of roots, stones, and preferential flow pathways in the soil can lead to spatial variability in moisture173

content (Mittelbach et al. 2012; SU et al. 2014). For the site at hand, battery voltage drops,174

transmission errors, and sensor deterioration over time were observed as additional sources of175

measurement errors.176

The dataset was quality-checked using a semi-automated routine consisting of three automated177

tests and subsequent manual checking. The first automated test, the 𝑅𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 test, flagged data points178

that lie outside a physically plausible value range (for soil moisture between 5 % to 60 % and179

for soil temperature from -25 to 50 °C). Next, a custom 𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒 test flagged physically implausible180

jumps and outliers in soil moisture and soil temperature. Lastly, the 𝐵𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑉 test flagged both soil181

moisture and soil temperature if the battery voltage dropped below 3 V. As these automated routines182

were not sufficient, all data was manually checked and, if necessary, flagged by domain experts.183

While the flagging was done by several experts during the measurement campaign, only one expert184
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flagged one specific period. In this study, we focus on the automated detection of manually labeled185

anomaly flags and non-anomalous data.186

3) Data preprocessing187

Before the actual AI-model development, we prepared both datasets to optimize their quality and188

suitability for the model training to achieve the best performance. First, we selected relevant features189

for both datasets. For CML we used TL from both channels while we included moisture, battery190

voltage, and temperature for SoilNet. Subsequent preprocessing steps involved graph sample191

preparation with adjacency matrix establishment, missing data imputation, data normalization,192

and splitting the time series into fixed-length samples. All parameters for preprocessing were193

optimized experimentally.194

In the CML dataset, only 20 out of almost 4000 sensors were flagged, while their neighbors195

were not quality-checked. In contrast, all sensors included in the SoilNet dataset were labeled.196

This difference in label availability required distinct approaches to preparing the samples for both197

datasets. Due to the limited availability of flagged CML sensors, to form a graph sample for GCN198

models, all sensors in a 20 km radius around a flagged CML were selected as graph nodes, and199

nodes with a maximum distance of 10 km were connected by edges. For SoilNet, all available200

sensors at the given time step were used as nodes and, due to 3D structure (longitude, latitude, and201

depth), the sensors were connected forming edges if they were within a 30 m distance and shared202

the same depth, or if they were located at the same position and within a vertical distance of up to203

0.1 m.204

Following the graphs definition, we proceeded to generate time series samples for training and205

testing. To increase the number of available samples, we applied linear gap interpolation in time,206

filling up to 5 missing data points, up to 5 minutes for CML data, and up to 60 minutes for SoilNet207

data.208

Afterward, we normalized the data. For CML, ’rolling median removal’ was employed, which209

has proven to be efficient for CML application (Polz et al. 2020), where the median value from the210

original time series for the five days prior to the classification time was subtracted. For SoilNet,211

we applied a min-max scaler based on variable-specific criteria: moisture ranged from a minimum212
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of 0 to a maximum of 60, battery voltage from a minimum of 2800 to a maximum of 3600, and213

temperature between a minimum of -20 and a maximum of 40.214

Then, the dataset was partitioned into time series samples of varying lengths. The time series215

length comprised 120 minutes and 72 hours before the flagged time step and 60 minutes and216

12 hours after, for CML and SoilNet, respectively.217

Samples containing any missing values after interpolation were excluded which can lead to gaps218

in a classification time series larger than the missing period (see ”no data” in Fig. 5). In the case219

of SoilNet, we also omitted samples that were flagged by automated QC tests, resulting in the220

final dataset encompassing solely manual flags and non-anomalous data. Eventually, the sample221

selection and preparation procedure resulted in 2 558 577 samples for CML and 18 639 samples,222

comprising a total of 2 588 730 nodes used for model development, for SoilNet. Illustrations of223

exemplary CML and SoilNet graphs and time series are depicted in Fig. 1.224

b. GNN for anomaly detection225

In this study, we leverage the power of GNN, specifically focusing on the core operation of226

graph convolution (GC), to tackle anomaly detection in environmental sensor networks. To227

comprehensively evaluate the efficacy of our GC-based anomaly detection framework and assess228

the advantages of incorporating neighboring sensor information, we introduce and compare two229

distinct models: the GCN model that uses neighboring sensor information and a corresponding230

baseline-LSTMs model that does not.231

1) Graph neural network232

The fundamental components of every graph are its nodes (𝑉) and edges (𝐸), where nodes233

(𝑣𝑖 ∈ 𝑉) represent entities and edges (𝑒𝑖 𝑗 ∈ 𝐸) draw relationships between nodes 𝑣𝑖 and 𝑣 𝑗 . The234

arrangement of these elements is captured by the square adjacency matrix 𝐴, where 𝐴𝑖 𝑗 is an235

entry indicating the presence (or absence) of an edge between nodes 𝑖 and 𝑗 . The basic concept236

underlying GNNs involves the simultaneous processing of information from node features and237

their interconnected neighbors, as defined by the edges, enabling the propagation of information238

throughout the graph. This fundamental operation is termed GC and comprises several sequential239

steps. Initially, node embedding is conducted by associating each node with a feature vector ℎ(0)𝑣 .240
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Subsequently, exploiting the adjacency matrix 𝐴, information is aggregated from all neighboring241

nodes to update the nodes’ representations. A typical representation of the update rule in graph242

convolution involves a transformation with learnable parameters, and optionally, an activation243

function, which may be expressed by the rule: (Kipf and Welling 2016; Chen et al. 2020; You et al.244

2020):245

𝐻 (𝑙+1) = 𝜎

(
�̃�−1/2 �̃��̃�−1/2𝐻 (𝑙)𝑊 (𝑙)

)
(1)

where 𝐻 (𝑙) is the matrix of node features at layer 𝑙, 𝜎 is an activation function, �̃� = 𝐴 + 𝐼𝑁246

is the adjacency matrix with added self-loops through adding the identity matrix 𝐼𝑁 , �̃� is the247

degree matrix of �̃�, 𝑊 (𝑙) is the learnable weight matrix at layer 𝑙. This operation is performed248

iteratively across multiple layers, allowing the model to progressively refine node representations249

and incorporate complex relationships within the graph structure.250

2) Model development251

We developed two separate models, the GCN model and the baseline-LSTMs model, for classi-255

fying anomalies in CML and SoilNet datasets. Unique characteristics and availability of labels in256

each dataset determined the model architectures, with simplified versions presented in Fig. 2. To257

assess GCN effectiveness and benefits of incorporating the neighboring sensors information, we258

compare it with the baseline-LSTMs model, which lacks the GC layer and only uses one time series259

as input. All four models were implemented using Python 3.9.16 with TensorFlow and Keras API260

(2.11.1) and Spektral (1.3.0) libraries.261

Preprocessed time series samples (see Section 3) in the forms of graphs or individual time series262

served as input to the models. The GNN model architecture (Fig. 2) starts with a GC layer,263

capturing spatial relationships between sensors, applied separately at each time step. The GC264

output is then concatenated to the original time series of flagged sensors. To ensure clarity in the265

explainability analysis, we refer to the input to the concatenation layer as the flagged sensor (FS)266

series and to the GC layer as a self-reference cycle or neighbor zero (N0).267

Due to varying labeled sensors availability, the CML GCN predicts an anomaly probability for268

only one sensor of interest (graph classification problem), while the SoilNet GCN predicts scores269

for all sensors in the input graph (node classification problem). As a result, the CML version270
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Fig. 2. Schematic representation of two anomaly detection models’ architectures. On the left, the GCN model

is depicted, incorporating GC for anomaly detection, while the right side depicts the baseline-LSTM without

GC, illustrating the structural similarities and differences between the two approaches.

252

253

254

applies global average pooling, calculating mean values at each time step, to ensure consistent271

tensor shapes before concatenation. For SoilNet, where all neighbors were labeled, this step was272

not necessary. Given that GC operates independently at each time step, the model incorporates273

LSTM stacks to capture time dependencies. These stacks comprise LSTM layers combined with274

average pooling layers to downsample feature maps and reduce their size. The model concludes275

with dense layers allowing the network to extract high-level features, reduce the output dimension,276

and together with LSTM layers learn non-linear relationships.277
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Eventually, the network was trained utilizing the Adam optimizer and employing binary cross-278

entropy as the loss function. Model hyperparameters were tuned using manual search, adjusting279

parameters such as batch size, epochs, data normalization, learning rate, number of LSTM stacks,280

and units, as well as activation functions for each GC, dense, and LSTM layers. The full list of281

tuned hyperparameters is available in Tab. A1 in the Appendix.282

c. Feature attribution through integrated gradients283

We showcase the potential of feature attribution for QC by applying an XAI technique called284

the integrated gradients (IG) method to the GCN model and present results for the two selected285

CML examples. The interpretation of data-driven models by visualization of the feature attribution286

provides insight into the impact of certain input features on the model output. The methodology287

was developed by Sundararajan et al. (2017) and is often applied to image analysis, but can be288

seamlessly transferred to time series (classification) problems (Assaf and Schumann 2019; Jiang289

et al. 2022; Choi et al. 2022).290

1) Theoretical background291

The IG technique can be applied to a variety of integratable deep networks. As a post-hoc,292

model-agnostic interpretation methodology, the workflow comprises a series of model calls with293

altered input feature space. Thus, models within this category do not require further adaptation to294

be able to apply the methodology.295

Similar to other gradient-based approaches such as Layer-wise Relevance Propagation (Bach296

et al. 2015), Deep Lift, (Shrikumar et al. 2017) or SmoothGrad (Smilkov et al. 2017), IG calculates297

the gradient of the input with respect to the model output. The method integrates gradients along298

different model inputs that represent intermediate steps from a linear interpolation between a user-299

defined feature baseline and the actual features (Sundararajan et al. 2017). The result represents300

an attribution of the model output to the individual input features.301

Mathematically, the integrated gradients are the path integral from the baseline to the model302

input where the integrated gradient along the 𝑖𝑡ℎ dimension is defined as:303

𝐼𝐺𝑖 (𝑥) ::= (𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥′𝑖) ×
∫ 1

𝑎=0

𝜕𝐹 (𝑥′+ 𝑎× (𝑥− 𝑥′))
𝜕𝑥𝑖

𝑑𝛼, (2)
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where 𝑥 is the model input, 𝑥′ is the baseline, 𝜕𝐹 (𝑥)
𝜕𝑥𝑖

is the gradient of 𝐹 (𝑥) along the 𝑖𝑡ℎ dimension304

and 𝑎 is a scalar parameter ranging from 0 to 1, representing the interpolation factor between the305

baseline input and the actual input. The path integral can be approximated with the Riemann-306

Integral which is the sum of the gradients for sufficiently small steps. IG satisfies the completeness307

axiom so that the sum of the attributions of all features from one sample adds up to the difference308

between the output for the original model input and the baseline. It can be used as a sanity check309

and allows for qualitative comparison of attributions in a numeric sense (Sundararajan et al. 2017)310

which ultimately led us to choose this method for our work. Furthermore, it allows for a quantitative311

comparison of attributions among samples of different time steps.312

2) Implementation313

We applied the IG method to the CML dataset in order to interpret the model decisions and314

understand the contribution of features of the flagged time series in comparison to the features of315

the neighboring sensors which were processed by the GCN.316

The model output at the baseline should represent a neutral state so that the prediction of the317

baseline is near zero (Sundararajan et al. 2017). We chose the baseline to be zero after investigating318

random and mean baselines. A random baseline introduced strong noise in the final attribution319

pattern while mean baselines led to smoothed attribution patterns with insufficient contrast.320

The TensorFlow library was used to record the gradients through back-propagation and automatic321

differentiation (Samek et al. 2021). The gradients were retrieved for 100 interpolation steps and322

integrated using the Riemann-Integral (Sundararajan et al. 2017). After integration, the resulting323

attributions were visualized in the form of a heatmap on a sample basis (Section d).324

When working with time series data, consecutive samples usually exhibit a substantial overlap325

across most of the sequence length. (Fig. 3). As a result, every heatmap generated from samples326

serves as a momentary depiction, and when combined into a video, viewers can track the changes327

in the attribution of a certain feature over time. These videos were created for the CML sensors and328

time series presented in this work and are available as supplementary material to the manuscript.329

Our main goal lies in the understanding of the neighbors’ contributions to the model output at330

different time steps compared to the influence of the flagged input time series FS. For a compre-331

hensive evaluation of the whole time series, we aggregated (averaged) each sample-based heatmap332
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along the sample time interval, resulting in one attribution value for each sensor at each timestep333

(Fig. 3).334

Fig. 3. Schematic view of the aggregation of the sample-based heatmaps to finally result in a time series of

mean attributions. Each sample-based heatmap corresponds to the attribution of input features from a single

model call, classifying an individual value within the original sensor data. The process involves concatenating

numerous averaged sample-based attributions derived from temporally shifted input features, resulting in a

comprehensive time series of mean attributions.

335

336

337

338

339

3. Model performance evaluation340

After the development of anomaly detection models for the CML and SoilNet datasets, we341

evaluated them using key classification metrics covering different aspects. For this purpose, we used342

the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and the Matthew’s correlation coefficient (MCC).343

The ROC curve is a commonly used graphical representation of the performance of a binary344

classification model. It depicts the trade-off between the true positive rate (TPR) and the false345
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positive rate (FPR) for different discrimination thresholds determining the classification boundary346

between positive and negative classifications. The TPR represents the ratio of correctly classified347

positive observations to the total actual positives:348

𝑇𝑃𝑅 =
𝑇𝑃

𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁 , (3)

while FPR is the proportion of actual negative instances incorrectly identified as positive by the349

model:350

𝐹𝑃𝑅 =
𝐹𝑃

𝐹𝑃+𝑇𝑁 . (4)

Here, TP is true positives, TN is true negatives, FP is false positives, and FN is false negatives.351

TPR and FPR depend on the classification threshold which parameterizes the ROC curve depicting352

the model’s ability to discriminate between positive and negative instances. In general, a steeper353

ROC curve indicates a better model performance. For a quantification of the performance shown354

in the ROC the area under curve (AUC) can be used. Its score ranges between 0 and 1 with355

0.5 representing a random classification performance and higher values indicating better model356

performance.357

The MCC is another widely used metric to evaluate binary classifiers and can be calculated using358

the following equation:359

𝑀𝐶𝐶 =
𝑇𝑃×𝑇𝑁 −𝐹𝑃×𝐹𝑁√︁

(𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃) (𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑁) (𝑇𝑁 +𝐹𝑃) (𝑇𝑁 +𝐹𝑁)
(5)

The equation results in values between -1, indicating total disagreement between prediction and360

true label, and 1, meaning perfect prediction, while the score of 0 denotes random guessing. The361

MCC takes into account all elements of the confusion matrix composed of TP, TN, FP, and FN362

and indicates a good performance only if there is a high accuracy for positive and negative classes.363

Therefore, it is extremely useful to evaluate the classification performance when the dataset is364

highly imbalanced.365

Our evaluation procedure was comprehensive and covered several steps to provide a robust366

assessment of the models’ performance. First, we conducted a 5-fold cross validation (CV) to367

analyze the potential sensitivity of the model to different data splits. Each dataset was partitioned368
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Table 1. Summary of AUC and MCC scores from final models, five runs of CV and their means, for both

CML and SoilNet datasets. MCC scores are calculated based on the threshold obtained from the final model.

382

383

CML SoilNet

AUC MCC AUC MCC

GCN baseline-LSTM GCN baseline-LSTM GCN baseline-LSTM GCN baseline-LSTM

final 0.974 0.880 0.683 0.306 0.859 0.782 0.462 0.345

fold 1 0.949 0.898 0.399 0.125 0.843 0.806 0.468 0.347

fold 2 0.924 0.916 0.427 0.230 0.822 0.785 0.436 0.375

fold 3 0.942 0.861 0.518 0.231 0.860 0.814 0.468 0.391

fold 4 0.933 0.873 0.565 0.310 0.853 0.843 0.522 0.430

fold 5 0.955 0.876 0.588 0.238 0.909 0.833 0.551 0.513

mean 0.941 0.885 0.445 0.257 0.858 0.816 0.477 0.394

into five equal-sized subsets, and the models were iteratively trained five times, using four subsets369

(80%) for training and one (20%) for validation in each iteration resulting in five different models370

trained.371

Following CV, we proceeded to train the final models using data split into training, validation,372

and test datasets in a 6:2:2 ratio, with equally sized temporal blocks for each split. Throughout the373

training process, we monitored the loss function on the validation dataset, and upon completion,374

assessed the model performance on the independent test dataset using the model with the lowest375

recorded validation loss. To establish anomaly flags for predictions, we carefully selected thresholds376

for all models (CV and final) that maximized the MCC scores on the validation dataset for the377

final models. Eventually, we conclude our evaluation with aggregated statistics with regard to the378

individual sensors.379

4. Results380

a. Cross-validation381

Figure 4 presents the ROC curves of each of the 5 CV folds together with the mean value for387

both, GCN and baseline-LSTM models. For both, the CML and SoilNet datasets, there is a clear388

superiority of the GCN over the baseline-LSTM. The mean GCN ROC curves are consistently389

located to the left of the baseline models’ curves, indicating a higher TPR for the same FPR.390

However, the CML GCN and baseline-LSTM exhibit significantly better performance than the391
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Fig. 4. ROC curves comparing the performance of GCN (red) and baseline-LSTM models (green) in 5-fold

CV. The bold lines represent the mean performance, while the thin lines illustrate individual runs. Panel (a)

corresponds to CML data, and panel (b) displays results for the SoilNet.

384

385

386

SoilNet models, as indicated by their closer proximity to the upper-left corner of the plot and an392

average increase in AUC scores of approximately 0.08. Also, for CML most of the GCN folds393

performed better than any other baseline-LSTM model runs while for SoilNet individual GCN and394

baseline runs overlap with each other.395

As summarized in Table 1, the CML AUC scores for GCN ranged between 0.924 and 0.955, with396

a mean of 0.941, while for the baseline-LSTM, the AUC varied from 0.861 to 0.916, resulting in a397

mean of 0.885. For SoilNet, AUC values were smaller than for CML, ranging between 0.822 and398

0.909 for GCN, with a mean of 0.858, and between 0.785 and 0.843 for the baseline-LSTM, with399

a mean of 0.816.400

The same table also presents the MCC scores, which were consistently higher for the GCN models401

in both datasets. To calculate the MCC scores, it was necessary to determine the classification402

thresholds. Following the procedure described in Section 3, for the CML dataset, we established403

thresholds of 0.956 and 0.044 for the GCN and baseline-LSTM, respectively. Similarly, for SoilNet,404

the corresponding thresholds were 0.814 and 0.640. For CML, the maximum MCC achieved by405

GCN was 0.588, compared to 0.310 for the baseline-LSTM. Similarly, for SoilNet, the maximum406
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MCC reached 0.551 for GCN, while for the baseline-LSTM, it was higher than that achieved on407

the CML data, reaching 0.513.408

b. Final model evaluation: visual and statistical analysis409

Fig. 5. Classification results of CML and SoilNet time series data from selected sensors. The upper panel

in each subplot displays the original TL time series for CML and moisture and battery voltage for SoilNet.

The panels below showcase the classification outcomes for the GCN and the baseline-LSTM, respectively, with

distinct colors representing the four classes derived from the confusion matrix, as well as no data (see Sec. 3)

and samples with automatic flags. The red vertical line in (b) points out to the event described in XAI analysis

(Section d).

410

411

412

413

414

415
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We proceeded with the evaluation of the models’ performance through visual analysis of the416

original time series together with the classification results for the final baseline-LSTM and GCN417

models. All presented results are based on the test data split. Fig. 5 illustrates examples of418

classified time series using the GCN and baseline-LSTM models with panels a and b for CML419

and c and d for SoilNet. For the CML examples, both models effectively captured the majority of420

anomalies, however, the GCN model exhibited greater accuracy.421

Fig. 5a depicts three anomaly events with signal fluctuations of up to 10 dB, each of them lasting422

for approximately 9 hours. Both models struggled with the correct classification of the first event423

and performed similarly on the second and third. However, the baseline-LSTM showed a high424

amount of false positives such as on July 17th and July 19th, while the GCN showed a high accuracy425

in these periods. Fig. 5b shows a similar picture with a time series covering two anomalous CML426

events and one rain event (intended measurement) between 18 UTC on July 28th and 6 UTC on427

July 29th. The first anomaly lasted 11 hours displaying a jagged shape, while the second, shorter428

event lasted 5 hours featuring a sharp trough. Although both events were detected, the onset of429

the first event was delayed. The GCN performed better in detecting the anomalies (more TP) and,430

at the same time recognized the rain event as a non-anomalous pattern while the baseline-LSTM431

faced challenges primarily related to false positives.432

In both examples for the SoilNet dataset presented in Fig. 5c and d, prolonged periods are labeled433

as ’no data’ due to missing periods longer than our maximum interpolation length. Consequently,434

data samples with a length of 84 hours, which form the input, contained missing values and had435

to be excluded from the analysis. The first SoilNet example (Fig. 5c) displays an anomalous436

soil moisture time series including several automatic anomaly flags. The first analyzed period,437

between October 14th and 20th, exhibits a constant battery voltage (blue line) of around 3.2 V and438

a relatively steady moisture level of around 39% (teal line), with a few minor drops. During the439

second period, from October 24th to 28th, the battery level decreases slightly and fluctuates, while440

more noticeable fluctuations are visible in moisture, which decreases slightly towards the end of the441

series. Both the GCN and baseline-LSTM struggled to accurately predict the start and end of the442

first event, identifying only the central part as anomalous. Here, the baseline-LSTM outperformed443

the GCN by detecting the longer anomaly period. In the second period, where the moisture444

anomaly was clearer, both models correctly classified the onset of the anomaly. Nevertheless, the445
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baseline-LSTM failed to detect the second half of the event and erroneously identified an anomaly446

on October 9th, resulting in an FP detection.447

The second analyzed time series presented in Fig. 5d contains four anomalous events. The448

battery voltage values show a strong diurnal cycle throughout the entire time series. The GCN449

showed superior performance for the first and second periods characterized by notable bumps and a450

gradual decrease in moisture afterward. However, for the third period, where the moisture anomaly451

was less obvious and manifested only as a steady decline, and the last event registered as a sharp452

peak, the baseline-LSTM performed better. In summary, while the GCN model applied to the453

SoilNet time series demonstrated only a slight advantage over the baseline-LSTM, the quantitative454

statistics presented below paint a different picture, particularly when more non-anomalous periods455

are included in the analyzed data.456

A quantitative analysis using the final models on the entire test dataset confirms the advantages457

of incorporating neighboring information (Table 1). Specifically, for the CML dataset, the GCN458

model achieved an AUC of 0.974 and MCC of 0.683, outperforming the baseline-LSTM (AUC:459

0.880, MCC: 0.306). For SoilNet, although scores were lower, the GCN model still outperformed460

the baseline-LSTM, with AUC at 0.859 and MCC at 0.462. However, it is important to note461

that MCC is a threshold-dependent score, influencing its interpretation. To gain insights into462

how different thresholds impact performance, we calculated FPR and TPR rates for the chosen463

thresholds. For GCN, FPR and TPR reached 0.230 and 0.966, respectively, compared to 0.166464

and 0.825 for the baseline-LSTM. For SoilNet, GCN demonstrated a lower FPR (0.095) than the465

baseline-LSTM (0.123) and a higher TPR (0.597) compared to the baseline-LSTM (0.541). These466

results underscore the benefits of leveraging neighboring information in improving the overall467

predictive performance of the GCN model.468

c. Classification performance for individual sensors469

We aggregated the results and computed metrics separately for each sensor to evaluate the475

consistency of prediction skills. The top panels in Fig. 6 present the scatter plots of AUC values476

of baseline-LSTM and GCN models for the CML and SoilNet datasets.477

In the CML dataset (Fig. 6a), all points lie on the right side of the diagonal, indicating GCN’s478

superiority. Most sensors show a GCN AUC score approximately 0.1 higher than the baseline-479
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Fig. 6. Scatter plots (upper panels) and box plots (bottom panels) illustrating the model performance metrics

for baseline-LSTM and GCN models on CML (left panels) and SoilNet (right panels) datasets. Each data point

in scatter plots reflects the AUC score for a specific sensor, while box plots depict the distribution of AUC scores

and MCC values on the left and right sides of each panel, respectively. The GCN outcomes are presented in red,

while the baseline-LSTM results are shown in teal.

470

471

472

473

474

LSTM, with an exception where GCN achieved nearly 1 compared to 0.40 for the baseline-LSTM.480

This trend is confirmed by the box plots in Fig. 6c, where GCN AUC median value is almost 1, while481

the baseline-LSTM drops slightly below 0.9. The GCN demonstrates a negligible interquartile482

range, with two outliers at 0.80 and 0.90, while the baseline-LSTM has one outlier, resulting from483

a wider box spreading between slightly over 0.75 and 0.90. For MCC, the GCN model performed484

better, with a median of 0.75 compared to 0.30 for the baseline-LSTM, although MCC scores485

varied substantially across sensors.486
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Results for the SoilNet dataset (Fig. 6b and d) exhibit more heterogeneity. The scatter plot (Fig.487

6b) shows points concentrated in the upper right corner, indicating comparable model performance.488

While for most instances the GCN model outperformed the baseline-LSTM, there were also cases489

where GCN failed and performed below random prediction, indicated by AUC scores below 0.5.490

This varied performance is reflected in the box plots (Fig. 6d), where the median AUC and MCC491

scores for both models were identical, measuring 0.89 and 0, respectively. Nevertheless, the AUC492

interquartile range for the baseline-LSTM is slightly larger, with six outliers, while the GCN had493

four outliers with a minimum AUC of 0.16. The boxes for MCC extend from 0 up to 0.60 and 0.76494

for baseline-LSTM and GCN models, respectively, with long whiskers reaching up to 1, indicating495

significant variability in individual sensors performance.496

d. Sample-based feature attribution497

The attribution values of all model’s input features, that is the normalized time series values of503

the flagged sensor and its neighbors, are visualized as a heatmap with colors ranging from blue504

(negative) over white (zero) to red (positive). Negative attribution values lead the model output505

towards zero (no anomaly). Conversely, positive attributions guide the model output towards one506

(anomaly). Fig. 7 depicts the heatmap for CML time series presented in Fig. 5b at 00:40 UTC on507

29th of July, 2019 where four representative neighbors out of 21 were selected for demonstration.508

The complete figure is provided in the Appendix (Fig. C2). The features of the flagged time series509

were not subject to the GC process and obtained remarkably higher attribution than the neighbors510

and the self-reference cycle so we scaled the attribution of the neighbors and self-reference cycle511

by a factor of 25 for visualization purposes.512

The upper panel in Fig. 7 illustrates the flagged time series, indicating the onset of a rain513

event around time step 115. The integrated gradients analysis shows a positive attribution for the514

flagged sensor, leading to an increase in the model’s prediction towards one and triggering an515

anomaly classification. However, similar rain events with comparable shapes occur at neighboring516

sensors N4 and N11, and approximately 40 timesteps earlier at sensor N15. These neighboring517

sensors receive negative attribution, resulting in a decrease in the model output and suggesting518

no anomaly. This influence ultimately leads the model decision away from an FP classification519

but instead towards a TN classification. Consequently, the model has learned that when certain520
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patterns observed in the flagged time series also appear at neighboring sensors, the likelihood of521

an anomaly is reduced, indicating that a rain event might be responsible for the increase in sensor522

readings. The neighboring information is missing in the baseline-LSTM, thus the discussed event523

is misclassified in the prediction of the baseline-LSTM (Fig. 5b).524

e. Sample-aggregated attributions over time525

In Fig. 8 we present the averaged sample-aggregated attributions of each time step plotted over535

time from the first sensor shown in Fig. 5a). The aggregation is performed by averaging the536

attributions of each sample along the time dimension as indicated in Fig. 3.537

Similar to the significance of neighboring sensors discussed in Section d, comparable importance538

of neighbors can be observed in two instances of TN events with high model predictions in this539

time series. For the first TN event (event 1), the self-reference cycle N0 and the neighbor N3540

showed a similar pattern in the TL record as the flagged sensor but received negative attribution,541

thus leading away from a False Positive classification. The second TN event appears later (event 4)542

where sensors N0, N4, N5, N6, and N7 show comparable TL records as the flagged sensors, hence543

showing negative attribution and avoiding a misclassification here as well. The baseline-LSTM544

fails to correctly classify these events (Fig. 5a), demonstrating a clear advantage of the GCN545

model over the baseline-LSTM. In general, the positive attribution mainly accumulates along the546

flagged time series while the self-reference cycle N0 and the other neighbors were predominantly547

attributed with negative values. Exceptionally strong negative attribution can be observed during548

the first anomaly event (event 2). The self-reference cycle and presumably similar patterns at the549

neighboring sensors N1, N3, and N4 cause a model prediction drop in the middle of the anomaly550

event leading to FN classifications. For the 3rd and 4th events, the self-reference cycle also shows551

a negative attribution, but in the absence of a clear signal from the neighboring sensors, this sums552

to only a small negative attribution overall. Thus, the positive attribution of the flagged time series553

leads the majority of the event towards a TP classification. Here, the IG method reveals that in554

some cases the model can put too much attention on fluctuations in the neighboring sensor signals555

even though the flagged time series shows a pattern that would not be classified as a rain event by556

an expert. The same plot for the sensor shown in Fig. 5b) is provided in the appendix (Fig. C1).557
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5. Discussion558

Our research explores the application of GCNs for anomaly detection in two diverse environ-559

mental datasets: CML and SoilNet. Despite differences in spatial and temporal resolution, both560

datasets feature irregularly and sparsely distributed environmental sensors across their respective561

regions. Employing GCNs allowed us to leverage information from neighboring sensors through562

message passing, enhancing anomaly detection compared to baseline-LSTMs that do not employ563

GC. This study is the first to demonstrate the merits of GCNs in detecting anomalies in real-world564

environmental sensor data, while previous research primarily focused on synthetic or benchmark565

datasets commonly used in artificial intelligence (AI) applications. Furthermore, existing QC566

frameworks for environmental sensor data typically classify individual sensors using established567

methods such as ARIMA, SVM, and convolution neural network (CNN) models, neglecting the568

potential benefits of incorporating neighbor information.569

Our robust evaluation, employing 5-fold CV, consistently demonstrated superior scores for the570

GCNs over the baseline-LSTM, illustrating the benefits of incorporating neighbor information in571

anomaly detection. The added benefit was more pronounced for CML than for SoilNet data.572

The higher performance scores on the CML dataset may be attributed to the robust and precise573

labeling strategy and better data quality in general. CML data underwent meticulous examination574

by four independent experts and merged into reliable anomaly labels by majority vote. In contrast,575

for SoilNet, flagging was performed by different experts leading to potential inconsistencies. The576

flags we used included both clearly erroneous data and suspicious periods where automated tests577

had already flagged many data points, indicating for example low battery voltage. Consequently,578

there were instances where flagging was not executed with high temporal precision leading to valid579

observations being erroneously labeled as anomalies, thus introducing incorrect information into580

the model. Soil moisture observations exhibit strong variability at a small scale and sensitivity to581

numerous factors (Mittelbach et al. 2012; SU et al. 2014). Both lead to diverse signal fluctuations582

and disturbances and, consequently, to a large intra-class variability for the anomaly and no-583

anomaly classes that impacted the detection accuracy. Moreover, automatic flags, easily detectable584

and subsequently excluded in our study, resulted in reduced available samples and graph nodes,585

also influencing model performance.586
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This work emphasizes the power of explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) in interpreting model587

predictions and showcases the importance of neighbors for the GCN CML model prediction. This588

is achieved by utilizing interpretable attributions derived from integrated gradients of the input589

features. Through sample-based and aggregated attribution heatmaps, we illustrated to which590

degree information from neighboring sensors influenced the final classification outcome. During591

rain events, where the baseline-LSTM erroneously flagged anomalies, the GCN model accurately592

identified the rain event by recognizing similar sensor reading patterns across neighboring sensors.593

This highlights the essential role of neighboring sensors in informing the model and aiding in the594

distinction between rain events and anomalies. However, if an anomaly event identified by experts595

coincides with signal fluctuations at other sensors, it may lead to a decrease in model accuracy.596

While our study offers valuable insights, it also has limitations. We worked with a limited597

three-month CML dataset, analyzing data from only 20 out of 3904 sensors that underwent manual598

quality checks, which resulted in unlabelled neighbors within the graph. To address this, we599

applied global pooling after GC, smoothing artifacts present only in particular neighbor signals.600

Additionally, our approach did not consider sensor correlations in establishing graph links, relying601

solely on experimentally chosen distances, which may affect model performance. Lastly, during the602

data preparation phase, we employed simple linear interpolation to fill up short data gaps. However,603

longer gaps remained, resulting in a reduced number of samples, which was particularly noticeable604

in the SoilNet dataset due to the frequent occurrence of such gaps. While these limitations do605

not weaken our claim that GCNs performed superior in this study, it is important to acknowledge606

that even better model performance could potentially be achieved. However, overcoming these607

limitations poses challenges, as manual labeling efforts are extensive, and addressing data gaps608

would require sophisticated infilling methods that are yet to be developed.609

6. Conclusions610

This study demonstrates the potential of Graph Neural Network (GNN) for improving automated611

quality control (QC) of environmental sensor networks. The superior performance of GCN models,612

as shown across both datasets, highlights the significance of incorporating spatial context into613

anomaly detection tasks. The visualization of the feature attribution confirms the importance of614

information from neighboring sensors and can support experts in understanding the AI-model615
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behavior when discriminating anomalies from valuable observations like rain events in the case616

of CML data. We found that the GCN consistently achieved higher evaluation metrics than the617

baseline-LSTM model. For CML, the AUC for GCN was notably higher at 0.974 compared to618

0.880 for the baseline-LSTM, accompanied by MCC scores of 0.683 (GCN) and 0.306 (baseline-619

LSTM). Conversely, SoilNet demonstrated lower performance, with GCN achieving an AUC of620

0.859 and the baseline-LSTM at 0.782. Correspondingly, GCN attained an MCC score of 0.462621

compared to 0.345 for the baseline-LSTM.622

Visual inspection of flagged time series demonstrated the clear superiority of the GCN over623

the baseline-LSTM model which proved to be proficient at classifying anomalies and resilient624

against events often misidentified by the baseline-LSTM. However, this advantage of GCN was625

less evident for SoilNet than for the CML data. We found a consistent performance across CML626

sensors, while there was a notable variation across SoilNet sensors. The CV results showed that,627

while using a comparatively low amount of flagged data, robust performance can be achieved and628

an automated QC of much larger amounts of data becomes feasible. Comparing the results of the629

two datasets leads to the hypothesis that more carefully flagged data requiring multiple experts to630

agree on a label can enhance the performance of the proposed algorithm which may be tested in631

future research. The same holds for the performance scaling with an increased amount of training632

data which should be considered for the operationalization of such an approach.633
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Fig. 7. Sample-based attribution heatmap for CML sensor (Fig. 5b) at 00:40 UTC on 29th of July, 2019.

Input feature time series TL1 and TL2 from the flagged sensor, the self-reference cycle, and its neighbors are

plotted over the sampling time interval. The background color indicates the IG attribution of each feature.

The attribution of the self-reference cycle and the neighboring sensor inputs are scaled by a factor of 25 for

visualization purposes.
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Fig. 8. Aggregated attribution for each sample plotted over time for the CML sensor depicted in Fig. 5a.

Each sample-based heatmap was averaged across the sample time interval (181 minutes) to finally obtain one

value for each time series per sample. The top panel depicts the model prediction and the resulting classification

with the numbers above indicating the analyzed event number. The second and third panels show the time series

of the flagged sensor and the corresponding aggregated attribution, separately for channels TL1 and TL2. The

time series of the other panels show the model input of the self-reference cycle and neighbors. The color in the

background indicates the aggregated attribution of that respective time step averaged across channels TL1 and

TL2. The attribution of the neighbors and self-reference cycle was scaled with a factor of 25 for visualization

purposes.
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APPENDIX A658

Hyperparameters used in model development659

Table A1 lists the final set of hyperparameters employed during the training of the models for660

anomaly detection in the CML and SoilNet datasets.661

Table A1. Hyperparameters used in model training for CML and SoilNet datasets. This table lists the final set

of hyperparameters employed during the training of the models for anomaly detection in the CML and SoilNet

datasets.

662

663

664

CML SoilNet

GCN baseline-LSTM GCN baseline-LSTM

data normalization rolling median removal min-max scaler

time series length (before+after) 120 + 60 minutes 72 + 12 hours

edge formation criteria distance<=10 km

distance<=30 m and depth difference=0

or

distance=0 and depth difference<=0.1 m

GCN:

layer GeneralConv GeneralConv GeneralConv GeneralConv

channels 16 - 16 -

activation PReLU PReLU PReLU PReLU

LSTM:

units 16 16 16 16

stack numb 2 2 2 2

max pooling size 3 3 3 3

dense:

units 64 64 64 64

activation leaky ReLU leaky ReLU leaky ReLU leaky ReLU

epochs 20 20 40 40

batch size 128 128 32 32

learning rate 0.0005 0.0005 0.0001 0.0001

APPENDIX B665

Time series comparison of classified and neighboring sensors666

This appendix provides a visual comparison of the classified acCML and SoilNet sensors’ data667

described in detail in Section b with the data from the neighboring sensors.668

APPENDIX C677
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Fig. B1. Flagged CML time series with neighboring sensors and anomaly detection results. The uppermost

panel presents the flagged CML time series, previously depicted in Fig. 5a, with additional panels below

illustrating the time series of neighboring sensors. The color indicates the confusion matrix results of anomaly

detection.

669

670

671

672

Additional figures of integrated gradients attributions678

This appendix provides the complete version of the sample-based attribution from Fig. 7 and a679

figure of aggregated sample attributions from the other sensor.680
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Fig. B2. Same as Fig. B1 but for the CML sensor depicted in Fig. 5b
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Fig. B3. Flagged SoilNet time series with neighboring sensors and anomaly detection results. The uppermost

panel presents the flagged SoilNet time series, previously depicted in Fig. 5c, with additional panels below

illustrating the time series of neighboring sensors. The color indicates the confusion matrix results of anomaly

detection, as well as no data and samples with automatic flags.
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Fig. B4. Same as Fig. B3 but for the SoilNet sensor depicted in Fig. 5d
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Fig. C1. Similar figure as Fig. 8 but for the other sensor.
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Fig. C2. Complete version of Fig. 7 including all neighboring sensors and their Integrated Gradient attributions.
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